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THE TERRORISTS ATTACKS REVEALED IN THE U.S. CHART
by
JAN WARREN ALLEN
The events of September 11th, which changed our lives forever, were definitely indicated in the U.S.
chart for the Articles of Confederation. (chart 1) Insert here.

chart 1
The natal Sun at 23Scorpio46 in the 9th house forms a T-square to the ascendant and descendant at 22
degrees and 43 minutes of Aquarius and Leo, with both natal and progressed Jupiter near the 7th house
cusp. To backtrack a little, as transiting Uranus (electricity) was coming down to the ascendant to trigger
this chart’s Solar T-square, we went through the power crisis, and the U.S. plane crash incident in China,
which became a tense situation for a while.
The last time this explosive planet was at 23 degrees of Aquarius (83 years ago) and triggered this Tsquare was when we declared war against Germany, on April 6th, 1917, which brought us into World War
1. So slow moving explosive Uranus set the stage for what was yet to come, and was one component in the
whole drama.
What we see next is that progressed U.S. Mars had moved up to 29Gemini17 to conjoin the progressed
north node at 29Gemini20 (within 3 minutes of arc), both conjunct the 5th house cusp at 29Gemini49. This
goes on to square natal U.S. Neptune at 28Virgo43. So when the transiting Moon on September 11th at
8:45am in New York came up to 28Gemini04 and triggered the square into operation, the attacks began.
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The keywords are very telling in describing what happened. Mars rules attacks, warfare, sharp objects such
as knives, massacres, iron and steel workers, firemen, policemen, and the military services.
On a mundane level the 5th house is linked with the national economy, as it rules speculation, stock
brokering, stock exchanges, sporting events, sports arenas and stadiums, the entertainment industry, and
children. It also is linked with public happiness or sorrow, and children who lost parents. One brokerage
firm, Cantor and Fitzgerald lost 700 people alone. All of the professional sporting events were canceled
over the next weekend, as well as the Miss America Pageant parade, the T.V. Emmy awards show, and
some other scheduled new shows. The New York theatre district went into a tailspin for a while. And of
course, countless children did lose their parents. Another reference to the children of the nation is that
instead of clamoring for the previous action figures kids have wanted in the past, they are now asking for
ones of their new found heroes-the policemen and fireman- which are projected to be the big sellers for
Christmas.
The twin sign of Gemini, ruling communications and transportation brought in the duality, such as the
four hijacked planes involved in the attack of Washington and New York, and also the “twin” towers of the
WTC. Another subtle tie-in was that right after the planes hit the towers, people reported that they not only
saw people flying out of the upper floor windows, but a lot of the debris was tons of paper flying out all
over the area!
The next important scenario began to unfold when the Moon got to the other side of the square and
conjoined Neptune on October 1st. This was when the first Anthrax victims were experiencing mysterious
health symptoms. Robert Stevens was hospitalized then, but died on October 5th as transiting Venus, (ruler
of the 8th house of life death matters) followed the Moon to come up to the later degrees of Virgo to further
trigger the aforementioned square. It was then that we came to realize that Anthrax, and bioterrorism was
apparently next on the terrorist’s lists of evil deeds. Under Neptune’s influence, the fear and apprehension
continued to mount as people clamored for and began hording antibiotics-especially Cipro!
The progressed U.S Confederation’s south node in Sagittarius on the 11th house cusp of politics,
friends, and the aims and objectives of our nation, of course, received the opposition of the aforementioned
Mars conjunct the north node. In Mundane astrology, the 11th house rules institutions needed to govern.
This includes the Legislature, Congress, State level governing bodies, advisory groups, enacted legislation,
national allies and long-term goals; and the sign Sagittarius rules Arabia, and religious organizations. So
not only did our financial institutions (5th house) get devastated, but the very seat of our government,
(Washington-11th house) got its share of destruction also. The 11th house is the house of friendships, and
President Bush stated very emphatically that there would be no middle ground, and that the other nations of
the world were either for us or against us! And as things continued to unfold, Anthrax was even found at
Capitol Hill.
There is another important Gemini connection with all of this too. It is the sign that rules both the 4th and
th
5 house cusps of the U.S. natal chart. Notice that progressed U.S. Mercury at 14 degrees of Gemini,
moved up to conjunct natal Uranus at the same degree, with transiting Saturn also at 14 degrees of Gemini;
all lined up in the 4th house of our home and foundation. Saturn refers to the mortality of a nation on a
mundane level. It also rules public and government buildings, heavy building equipment, building
materials, cement, and endings. And of course, transiting Pluto at 12Sagittarius38 was opposing it from the
10th house and did its number on destroying these most famous American buildings, and so many of the
people that were in them-shaking us all to our very core. It seems that things can never be the same for us
again! The Gemini connection ties into the Anthrax letters being sent to our giant media institutions, and
while enroute, infecting some postal employees as well, and taking some of their lives.
There are three birth charts circulating for Osama bin Laden. After looking at them all, the one I felt
most connected to was the one for March 10, 1957 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, time unknown.(chart 2) Insert
here.
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chart 2
Instead of using a noon chart, I tried rectifying it, and chose the time of 10:37AM, as it blends in with other
charts so perfectly. This puts his Mercury, Venus and Sun in Pisces, the sign of religion, in the 10th house
of his father. His Mercury (his thinking) and is Venus (values) form a T-square to the ascendant and
descendant in mental signs, which fits in with the fact that at some point in life his thinking took a radical
turn of mind. Notice his natal nodal axis at 23 degrees and 6 minutes of Scorpio and Taurus ties into the
natal Sun of the U.S. chart. This in turn reinforced the T-square that transiting Uranus at 21 degrees of
Aquarius, tying into our Solar T-square.
Bin Laden’s Jupiter at 27Virgo51R is conjunct his 5th house cusp at 28Virgo28 which conjoins the
U.S. Neptune at 28Virgo43. So his natal Moon at 29Gemini55 not only squares his own Jupiter, but the
U.S Neptune which squares the progressed U.S. Mars at 29Gemini17, the progressed U.S. north node and
the 5th house cusp at that same degree, which we have already looked, and keep coming back to, as well.
George Bush was born July 6, 1946-at 7:26AM- New Haven, Connecticut. (chart 3) Insert here.
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chart 3
His Uranus conjunct the north node at 19Gemini which of course goes on to oppose his south node, forms
a T-square to bin Laden’s natal Sun at 19Pisces29. The treachery of this sudden and unpredictable attack
upon our nation, which caught us so totally off-guard, has catapulted a president who lost the popular vote,
into the position of carrying the awesome responsibility of dealing with this nightmarish situation. He
certainly has risen to the challenge of handling this global crisis, which has occurred on his watch, and is
stepping up to the level of being a world-renowned statesman as well.
The President’s relocated progressed chart very much ties into this whole drama, in that all of his
progressed angles are at 28 degrees of mutable, with 28 Gemini on his midheaven; the degree of Bin
Laden’s natal Moon, and the degree number on Osama’s 5th and 11th cusps as well. (chart 4) Insert here.
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chart 4
See how this all ties into the aforementioned U.S. progressed square that got set off by the transiting
Moon on September 11th, as it came up to 28 Gemini!
Notice that Bush’s progressed Mercury at 22Leo39 ties into the U.S. natal ascendant and descendant,
which, of course, takes right back to the Solar T-square which is being triggered by transiting Uranus. Also
his progressed 6th and 12th house cusps at 2 degrees and 15 minutes of Pisces and Virgo T-square the natal
Moon in the U.S. chart at 2Gemini45. Many tears have been shed since September 11th, and no doubt, the
weight of having to deal with all of the ensuing pain and sorrow has taken a toll on the President, as since
then he has looked very tired!
Remember the j-h conjunction of May 28th, 2000 at 22Taurus41 squared Bush’s progressed Mercury,
and T-squaring the ascendant and descendant of the U.S. natal chart. This all ties into Bin Laden’s south
node at 23Taurus06 in his hidden 12th house. This was another link between them and the U.S. Solar Tsquare we have already looked at. All of this brings back the prophesy of the Tecumseh curse, and indeed
the intention of the terrorists in their attacks on September 11th was definitely to kill George Bush.
Another interesting shared degree connection in these charts is that in the U.S. chart the progressed
Sun is at 5Cancer51 also in the 5th house. 5 degrees of Cancer his goes on to square Bush’s natal Neptune
at 5 degrees of Libra. Confusion reigned as the attacks started-he was not allowed to come back to
Washington immediately, as he wanted to do. In line with the Cancer connection, the dastardly attacks
definitely brought out our patriotic spirit, as Americans quickly came together, as we have not done since
World War 11. American flags have been flying everywhere since that fateful day. Over a billion dollars
has been raised so far, and food, clothing, medical supplies etc. were rushed to people in need immediately.
Due to the attacks, our financial markets closed temporarily and when the stock market reopened on
Monday, September 17th, Venus (money) came up to 25 Leo, conjoining the U.S. natal Jupiter at that same
degree, in the natural 5th house sign of speculation. This in turn triggered and reinforced the U.S. Solar Tsquare. The market sold off that day and dropped 684 points and lost about 6 or 7 percent of its value, or 20
billion dollars of market value. The Market losses since then have been compared to the low in the Great
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Depression back in 1931. As a result, Uranus (airplanes) afflicting the U.S. Solar T- square from the
opposite direction threw the whole airline industry into disarray.
Bin Lauden’s progressed Venus (money) at 5Taurus42 is near the 12th house cusp, but still in the 11th
and opposes his Neptune near the 6th house cusp. This perhaps indicates that his hidden stash of money to
finance his reign of terror won’t be so accessible to him anymore. Friends might desert him now, as many
are doing in the dreaded Taliban army. (chart 5) Insert here.

chart 5
On September 11th, Osama’s Moon had come up to 23Aquarius01 and formed a T-square to the nodes
in the chart at 23 Taurus and Scorpio. Where have we seen that picture before? Of course where we
started out- in the U.S. natal Solar T-square we have already examined. So it seems that the dye was cast at
this time in our history for him to push his luck and make his move!
At the time of the first airplane crash, transiting Mercury was at 14Libra17 and conjunct the ascendant
of the event chart for 8:45am in New York. It is interesting then that we started our counter attack in
Afghanistan on October 7th as the transiting Sun came up to 14 degrees of Libra and was trining transiting
Saturn at 14e. This would seem to denote that this whole thing will take time, but we will be victorious in
the end. An important day then was October 22nd when transiting Mercury turned direct at 14 Libra. As it
stationed at that degree though, it formed a T-square to the transiting Moon in Capricorn and transiting
Jupiter at 15 degrees of Cancer. The authorities realized then that the Anthrax problem had taken a more
serious turn. More postal workers had come into contact with the deadly bacteria, and new procedures were
then put into place concerning the handling of the mail and the equipment used in the process. It then
became known that a deceased postal worker had unknowingly died of Anthrax.
At the time of this writing, I am looking at October 28th when the Moon will come to the late degrees of
Pisces again and trigger the progressed U.S. Mars - Neptune square once again. If the terrorists are
planning to unleash more of their evil deeds on us then, I hope that our waterways will be well protected, or
anything else that is Neptune ruled.
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Osama’s Solar return chart is interesting in that the nodal axis is at 12 degrees of Cancer and Capricorn
and ties into the U.S. natal Mars at 12Capricorn23. The 16 degrees and 34 minutes of Capricorn and
Cancer on the 1st and 7th house cusps draws in George Bush’s natal Moon at 16Libra42, as well as his natal
Jupiter at 18Libra09. When you add Osama’s Solar return’s retrograde Venus at 17Aries43 in the 3rd house
it all goes on to from a cardinal grand cross. Osama will find that he was way wrong in his thinking-that he
could break our spirit. And what he hoped to accomplish in his barbaric attacks will definitely not happen.
This 3rd house accent also tells us that he certainly will be on the move as well. (chart 6) Insert here.

chart 6
Notice that Mercury and Uranus are conjunct at 22 degrees of Aquarius in his 1st house, again which
certainly tie into the U. S. ascendant and descendant and that all too familiar U.S. Solar T-square.
Getting back to his natal planets, however, we see that Bin Laden’s natal Saturn at 14Sagittarius09
opposes the U.S. line up of planets at 14 Gemini in our 4th house we have also already looked at. That is,
natal Uranus at 14 degrees of Gemini, progressed Mercury and transiting Saturn also at that same degree.
So an important day might be on November 11th when transiting Pluto conjoins bin Laden’s natal Saturn at
14Sagittarius 09 and opposes all of our planets lined up at 14 degrees of Gemini. What might this powerful
planetary line-up bring? Hopefully, the end for him!
All of the nodal connections we have seen between these charts suggest to me that this clash between
Islamic forces and the West is a most karmic situation, and is what Pluto in Sagittarius demands that we
deal with. Perhaps in order to be able to enter the Age of Aquarius, we have to get past all of the Piscean
religious hang-ups that are still so evident and destructive in many parts of the world yet. But that means
dealing with poverty, ignorance, and a lack of human rights that are part of the equation, which could take
a long time.
A Solar return chart for the U.S. chart for 2000-2001 also ties into what happened. (chart 7) Insert
here.
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chart 7
Notice that the Sun in the chart is just a degree shy of the 8th house cusp (life and death matters).
Mercury at 4Scorpio35 in the 7th house of enemies squares Neptune at 4 [ 04 in the 11th. The Moon
at 16 Cancer47which is exactly conjunct George Bush’s natal Moon by 4 minutes. Furthermore the
nodes in the Solar return at 18 Cancer08 and Capricorn not only square the ascendant and descendant
of that chart , but tie into Bush’s natal Jupiter at 18Libra09.
Osama’s progressed chart is also revealing, as when we relocate his natal chart to Kabul first, then
progress it on from there, 16 degrees of Gemini and Sagittarius come up on the natal ascendant and
descendant. These are the degrees of George Bush’s progressed nodes, and the same degree of the
progressed U.S. Uranus-at 16Gemini41 conjoining the progressed 9th house cusp at 16Gemini40. (chart 8)
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chart 8
Notice what degrees are on the 5 and 11th house cusp- 23 degrees of Aquarius and Leo; degrees,
which has been so important in this whole scenario! Another interesting correlation is that the 17Aries50
on the 7th house cusp has Osama’s Solar return retrograde Venus sitting right on it.
Looking out in time in terms of how long this situation will take to get resolved, we might get a clue in
looking at the movement of progressed Mars in the U.S. chart. Since the attack was so tied into its position,
it could take a few years to resolve. That is, it will take until June 3rd, 2003 before it moves on into Cancer,
where by then, transiting Saturn will catch up with it and might be the catalyst to end this whole
horrendous episode in our history.
On the way to that point however, next May 25th Saturn at 16Gemini31 opposes Pluto exactly.
Remember this is the position of progressed U.S. Uranus in the U.S. chart. Again this refers to the 4th house
of our home and foundation. The ominous thing about that number is that 16 degrees of Gemini and
Sagittarius is where George Bush’s progressed nodes are; a rather chilling thought! So let’s just hope and
pray that the security around him is enough to keep him safe and out of harm’s way about then.
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